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Celebrating International
Human Rights Day at UC

(Left to right) Mr. Peter Tan Keo,Vice President for SDIC, H.E. Dr. Kao Kim
Hourn, President of UC and Adviser to Samdech Techo Prime Minister,
H.E. Mr. Christian Connan, French Ambassador and the EU Presidency
Representative, and H.E. Mr. Rafael Dochao Moreno, Charge d’Affaires of the
EU Delegation to Cambodia, spoke in honor and support of International
Human Rights Day.
On December 9, 2010, the University of
Cambodia (UC) and the European Union
(EU) co-hosted International Human Rights
Day. Distinguished guests in the public and
non-public sector attended the ceremony, including many UC students and faculty members.
Each year on December 10th, Human
Rights Day is celebrated across the globe.
The theme for this year is human rights defenders who act to end discrimination. This
also is the 62nd anniversary of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights and the 60th
anniversary of Human Rights Day. This is
the first time the University of Cambodia and
the European Union have jointly organized
an event around human rights.
Mr. Peter Tan Keo, UC Vice President for
Strategy, Development and International Co-

operation, provided some insightful opening
remarks on the meaning of Human Rights
Day from a historical perspective. He went
on to state that, “As a nation, we must ensure
that basic rights, or what experts call ‘The
Right to Development,’ are granted to the
most vulnerable populations, living on the
edge of marginalization. These rights include
basic education, literacy, food, potable water,
electricity, technology and employment.”
H.E. Mr. Rafael Dochao Moreno, Charge
d’Affaires of the EU Delegation to Cambodia, honed in on the theme for Human Rights
Day 2010: human rights defenders who act
to end discrimination. He stressed that it is
the responsibility of all people to defend human rights, especially in Cambodia, and more
especially among the younger generation of
leaders.

(Human Rights Day - Continued on page 3)
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UC’s Sixth Annual Graduation Ceremony
TOP: H.E. Im Sethy, Minister of Education,Youth, and
Sports, delivered the keynote.
MIDDLE: Graduates posed with the distinguished
speakers after the ceremony.
BOTTOM: Dr. Angus Munro,VP for Academics,
presented Mr. Cain Gamalo a recognition award.
On October 16, 2010, the University of Cambodia (UC) proudly
hosted its Sixth Annual Graduation Ceremony at the UC Conference Center, with Mrs. Por Malis, Vice President for Operations,
as the Master of Ceremony. A total of 94 students were awarded
degrees, with females representing 35 percent of the graduating students. Of the 94 students, two students earned Associate’s Degrees,
69 received Bachelor’s Degrees, and 23 were awarded Master’s Degrees.
Opening the ceremony with a welcome speech, H.E. Dr. Kao
Kim Hourn, President of UC and Adviser to Samdech Techo Prime
Minister, extended his congratulations on behalf of Dr. Haruhisa
Handa, UC Chancellor, to the students on their achievement and
urged them to continue to work hard and contribute back to society.
Students must aim to be the best they can be, he said, and they can
help make their families and this country stronger by using the skills
and knowledge they gain from a university education and their experiences in the workforce.
H.E. Im Sethy, Minister of Education, Youth, and Sports, delivered an inspiring keynote address that emphasized the importance
of life-long learning and the value of giving back to society. Even
though students completed their studies at UC and are celebrating
this great achievement, he said, their journey as life-long learners
has only just begun. Students must continue to learn so they can
improve their lives and make a positive impact in the world.
After the keynote, Dr. Kao recognized 10 outstanding UC staff
members for the 2009-2010 academic year and presented them with
framed certificates. The recognized staff members were: Mr. Ban
Chenda, Mr. By Bunsothearith, Ms. Chem Sophanna, Mr. Hout
Norithya, Mr. Kong Sambathrorth, Ms. Ngorn Lyleakina, Mr. Ou
Rorthmony, Mr. Pann Lysrun, Mr. Pom Piseth, and Mr. Som Phornarith. They are to be commended for their dedication and outstanding performance at UC.
Dr. Angus Munro, Vice President for Academic Affairs, then
presented six awards to part-time faculty members in recognition
of their excellence in teaching and outstanding contributions to UC.
These part-time faculty members were: Mr. Cain Gamalo, Mr. In
Sophal, Ms. Khov Manil, Ms. Marilou Dela Sierra, Mr. Sean Thornin, and Ms. Ty Sopheavy. They, too, are to be commended for their
dedication and outstanding performance.
Following the staff awards, H.E. Dr. Kao Kim Hourn and H.E.
Im Sethy presented academic degrees to the graduating students in
front of their family members and friends, who were eagerly snapping pictures to commemorate the occasion.
Ms. Hok Siem and Mr. Theng Chhorvirith served as student
representatives for UC undergraduate and graduate students, respectively, and closed the graduation ceremony with motivational
speeches to their peers.
This will be the last graduation ceremony to be held at the UC
Conference Center, since UC will move to its new campus location
in Sangkat Tuok Thla in February 2011.
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(Human Rights Day - Continued from page 1)

Editor’s Note:

TOP:The International Human Rights Day event was co-hosted by UC and
the European Union. Members of the international community were in
attendance.
BOTTOM: Participants packed the Conference Center for the event.
In his keynote address, H.E. Mr. Christian Connan, French Ambassador and the
EU Presidency Representative in Cambodia,
underscored the fundamental principles of
human rights, and reminded everyone of the
importance of respecting these principles
for all mankind.
This was followed by brief presentations by five UC undergraduate students
from the Colleges of Law, Management and
Social Sciences on what they considered
to be important about human rights; these
presentations were thoughtful and thoughtprovoking, yet delivered with humour when
appropriate.
H.E. Dr. Kao Kim Hourn, UC President and Adviser to Samdech Techo Prime
Minister, wrapped up the session. In his
closing remarks, which conveyed an array
of important messages, Dr. Kao noted that,
“The University of Cambodia understands
the value of knowledge sharing and of human capital investment especially among our
youth…we understand the value of pro-

moting education as a vehicle for achieving
equality and transformation in Cambodia.”
Thereafter, the five student presenters
were each given gifts, including umbrellas, in
recognition of their efforts.
Human Rights Day, to be certain, acknowledges the achievements of people
working hard to support this agenda around
the world. It also aims to inspire a new generation of leaders and thinkers to take action
in order to build a more just and peaceful
society.
A common message was sent from all
speakers. That message was the importance
of recognizing that education is a basic
human right. It can serve as a catalyst for
poverty reduction, economic growth, and
upward social mobility, and, on many occasions, has proven to narrow divides across
the spectrum. For that reason, we must continue to invest a great deal more in human
rights and education, pushing for onward
and upward growth and development in
Cambodia and throughout the world.

Acknowledgments:
PHOTOS: Unless otherwise noted, Mr. By Bunsothearith
and the Administration Team took a large majority of
the pictures in this edition, so thank you to all of them
for their contributions.
ARTICLES AND EDITS:Thank you to H.E. Dr. Kao Kim
Hourn, Mr. Peter Tan Keo, Dr. Angus Munro, and Mr.
Bandol Lim for their edits.Thank you to the UC Executive Team for their contributions to the articles and
providing pictures, especially to Mr. Song Sophoat for
providing information for several articles.

The Holiday Season is more than just
celebrating bright lights, Christmas
trees, and gift exchanges. It reminds
me of the importance of giving back
and helping those lacking the wherewithal to help themselves. Societies
grow stronger with time because
people come together to make a difference in the lives those less fortunate.
So many people continue to live in abject poverty, and, as a member of the
University of Cambodia, it’s important
for me to acknowledge the role this
institution plays in shaping our society.
We take on these roles to help shape
young minds, teaching them moral
standards, ethics and the importance
of investing a small bit today because
that may impact many lives tomorrow.
It reminds me about the commitment
I share in educating young people to
become the best they can be, to take
on roles that will contribute to positive
social changes. It reminds me that
those who have the power to change
the status quo should do their part
in making the world a better place.
Small contributions tend to add up to
large significant results. I am reminded of the old proverb, “To whom much
is given, much is expected.” And while
I am reminded this Holiday Season
about the joy of life, let me also encourage you to thank those who have
given so much to make us who we are
today. I wish everyone a prosperous
and joyful 2011. May we continue to
make positive social changes.
Seng-Dao Keo
Editor,The UC Bulletin

Corrections:

In the June 2010 Edition,Volume 7, an article
entitled “Cambodians Should Learn Safe Driving
Behavior at an Early Age” was attributed to the
wrong authors.The correct authors of the piece
were Sem Chenda, a UC student, and Dr. D. Kyle
Latinis, Associate Dean for Graduate Studies. Also, in
the same edition, pictures for the article “Research
Involving Historical Ecology” were provided by Dr. D.
Kyle Latinis.
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UC Marches to Honor Stampede Victims

TOP LEFT: UC students started the march in front of the University.
TOP RIGHT: Nearly 150 students marched to the Koh Pich Bridge.
BOTTOM LEFT: Mrs. Por Malis,VP for Operations, delivered a condolence speech at the site on behalf of UC.
BOTTOM RIGHT: UC staff and students offered their condolences at the bridge.
Over 150 University of Cambodia (UC)
students and staff members walked from
the UC campus to the Koh Pich Bridge
(Diamond Bridge) on November 25 to
pay their respects to victims of the bridge
stampede. The stampede occurred on the
last day of the Water Festival on November
22, 2010.
Government officials have revised
the death toll to 351 following the deadly
stampede on Koh Pich Bridge. Nearly 400
people were also injured during this tragic
event, which was caused when thousands of
people panicked on the bridge after it began
to sway.
The Cambodian government proclaimed
November 25 as a national day of mourning
to commemorate the lives of the victims
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and encouraged people to express their
condolences for victims of the tragic event.

“We are walking
because we would like
to show the Khmer
heart.”
Mr. By Bunsothearith,
Assistant in the
Office of Human Resources

Many within the UC community did just
that, like By Bunsothearith, Assistant in the
Office of Human Resources, who said at
the start of the procession, “We are walking
because we would like to show the Khmer

heart. When I found out about this, I was
so sad.”
UC students and faculty members were
invited to participate in the march and asked
to wear white shirts on the national day of
mourning. UC also flew its flags at half-mast
on that day.
During the two days prior to the march,
the UC community fundraised on-campus
and then donated the funds to a charitable
organization that will help provide aid to the
families of the victims.
Members of the UC community were
deeply saddened by the tragic event, and
our community extends our condolences
and deepest sympathies to the families and
friends of victims in this tragedy.

World Mate Donates US$100,000 to Aid
Stampede Victims
World Mate generously donated
US$100,000 to Samdech Techo Prime
Minister Hun Sen to support the families of
the stampede victims and the government’s
rescue operations.
Dr. Haruhisa Handa (Chairman of
World Mate, Chancellor of the University
of Cambodia, Adviser to the Royal
Government of Cambodia, Chairman of
Worldwide Support for Development, and
President and Founder of International
Foundation for Arts and Culture) offered
his condolences and sympathies to Samdech
Techo Prime Minister Hun Sen and the people

of Cambodia after the tragic stampede that
occurred in Phnom Penh on the last day of
the Water Festival on November 22, 2010.
Government officials have revised
the death toll to 351 following the deadly
stampede on Koh Pich Bridge (Diamond
Bridge). Nearly 400 people were also injured
during this tragic event, which was caused
when thousands of people panicked on the
bridge after it began to sway.
Dr. Kao Kim Hourn, President of the
University of Cambodia (UC) and Adviser
to Samdech Techo Prime Minister, helped
facilitate the donation from World Mate

to the Royal Government and people of
Cambodia.
On November 26, 2010, Samdech
Techo Prime Minister Hun Sen sent an
appreciation letter to World Mate Chairman
Dr Haruhisa Handa in which he thanked Dr
Handa and World Mate for the expression
of condolences and for the generous and
timely donation.
The UC community extends its deepest
sympathies to the families and friends of
victims of this tragic event.

Dr. Haruhisa Handa Appointed Adviser to
the Royal Government of Cambodia

The University of Cambodia (UC)
community is proud to announce the
recent appointment of Dr. Haruhisa Handa
as Adviser to the Royal Government of
Cambodia with the rank of Minister. Dr.
Handa is also Founder and President of
the International Foundation for Arts and

Culture; Chancellor of the University of
Cambodia; Chairman of World Mate; and
Adviser to Samdech Akka Moha Sena Padei
Techo Hun Sen, Prime Minister of the
Kingdom of Cambodia. A Royal Decree
signed by His Majesty Preah Bat Norodom
Sihamoni, King of Cambodia, granted Dr.
Handa the role of Adviser to the Royal
Government of Cambodia.
Dr. Handa has long been recognized by
the Royal Government of Cambodia for
his timely and selfless commitment to the
development of Cambodia. Certainly, this
appointment only enhances the relationship
between the University of Cambodia (UC)
and the Royal Government of Cambodia,
and it further strengthens the relationship
between Cambodia and Japan. Dr. Handa’s
sharp intuition, valuable leadership abilities,
and strong compassion to help the world’s
poor have earned him the right to this
appointment.
Dr. Handa has many accomplishments
to date, including those in the areas of

education, health, and social welfare. He
also has contributed to the international
welfare of the blind, particularly serving as
Vice President of the United Kingdom’s
Royal National Institute for the Blind. With
regard to education and Cambodia, Dr.
Handa has played a pivotal role in molding
future Cambodian leaders among leaders, as
Chancellor of the University of Cambodia.
That role dates back to the founding of UC
in 2003. Those are but a few prominent
accomplishments under his belt.
Dr. Haruhisa Handa’s generosity,
contributions, selflessness, and commitment
to the development of Cambodia have
positively affected many lives, year after
year. Dr. Handa, please accept our warmest
congratulations. We are incredibly proud
of your growing accomplishments, and, of
course, to hear of your appointment to the
Royal Government of Cambodia! We wish
you more great successes and good health.
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Staff Training Conducted at UC

LEFT: H.E. Dr. Kao Kim Hourn, President of UC and Adviser to Samdech Techo Prime Minister, addressed the staff
before the presentation.
RIGHT: Dr.Y Ratana, Dean of Undergraduate Studies and Director of Academic Foundation Department, closed
the training session with a discussion on expectations and textbook selections.
The University of Cambodia (UC) hosted
a professional development training for instructional staff members on October 16,
2010, to provide a review of UC policies,
regulations, and expectations. Over forty
staff members attended the training.
Opening with a brief discussion of important points, H.E. Dr. Kao Kim Hourn,
President of UC and Adviser to Samdech
Techo Prime Minister, informed staff members that the Accreditation Committee of
Cambodia (ACC) will assess universities
based on minimum standards it has defined
for accrediting higher education institutions
starting next year. Accordingly, all staff
members will be expected to work together
to ensure that UC meets these standards and
maintains its reputation for academic excellence. Next, he spoke about the scheduled
move to UC’s new campus in Sangkat Tuok
Thla, and said that the new larger campus
will provide students, faculty members, and
the UC community with better facilities. UC
will also implement a structure for promotion of faculty members and the nine minimum standards by the start of next year.
Faculty members are expected to relate academic theory with the real world in their
courses and to enforce high academic stan-
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dards, specifically in regard to the cheating
and plagiarism rules at UC.
Dr. Kao offered words of wisdom to
the instructors at the end of his remarks and
said, “The more you teach, the more you
learn.” He encouraged staff members to
“inspire students to learn beyond textbooks”
and to reflect on how to improve classroom
teaching and learning for the benefit of UC
students.
Afterward, Mr. Peter Tan Keo, Vice President for Strategy, Development, and International Cooperation, briefly addressed faculty members to say that research will be a
key priority at UC, and Dr. Angus Munro,
Vice President for Academic Affairs, delivered an in-depth presentation to staff members.
The presentation included an overview
of UC undergraduate and graduate programs, grading policies, methods of assessment, and student attendance. Dr. Munro
also discussed professional expectations and
specific requirements of UC instructors. For
example, instructors are expected to teach
in English and to treat students fairly. They
must also submit their course syllabus, handouts, exam questions, and final grades by the
required deadline dates, as specified by UC.

Toward the end of his presentation, Dr.
Munro reviewed the three measures that
will be used to assess the performance of
instructors: 1) student evaluations, 2) peer
evaluations, and 3) self-evaluation. Instructors were encouraged to review the feedback and use the data to reflect upon their

“Inspire students
to learn beyond
textbooks.”
H.E. Dr. Kao Kim Hourn,
President of UC
and Adviser to
Samdech Techo Prime Minister

strengths and weaknesses so they can improve their instruction in future terms.
Dr. Y Ratana, Director of Academic
Foundation Department and Dean for Undergraduate Studies, closed the training session with an overview of the university’s
expectations for course syllabi and textbook
selections.

Orientation for New Students
On October 13, 2010, the Academic Foundation Department
(AFD) of the University of Cambodia (UC) hosted an orientation
for all new registered students to the Foundation Year Program. This
orientation is conducted twice a year for new students. The Foundation Year Program, which is the first part of the undergraduate
degree program, extends over the two main terms of the academic
year: that starting in October and that commencing in February. All
students, both Cambodians and foreign nationals, can apply to enter
the Foundation Year Program in either of these terms.
The goals and objectives for this orientation were to provide
all new students with relevant and important information about
the University of Cambodia, in addition to the Foundation Year
Program, registration procedures, entrance exams, university student regulations, student Code of Conduct, the curriculum, grading policy and recognition of academic excellence, requirements for
completing the Foundation Year, and the Foundation Year strategic
plan. Other goals included sharing information to help students to
have a successful time at the University of Cambodia. The credit
system and its implementation at the University of Cambodia were
also explained.
One hundred and fifteen students attended the orientation. This
was out of a possible 179 students (65% of participants) who had
registered in the promotion 9, term I for Academic Year 2010-2011.
Mr. Song Sophoat, Deputy Director of Academic Foundation Department, gave a presentation to students. He was assisted by other
AFD staff.
After the presentation, many students asked questions related to
the entrance exam, grading requirements per course, the importance
of foundation year program and its certificate, credit transfer, curriculum and other issues.

Photos: Song Sophoat
TOP: Mr. Song Sophoat, Deputy Director of Academic
Foundation Department, facilitated the presentation for
new students to the Foundation Year Program.
BOTTOM: Students asked clarification questions at the
end of the orientation.

Samdech Techo Hun Sen’s Vision-100
Scholarship Winners
The University of Cambodia (UC)
announced the 100 winners of the Samdech
Techo Hun Sen’s Vision-100 Scholarship on
October 12, 2010. On that day, hundreds
of students swarmed the front of the UC
main campus building, anxiously awaiting
the results of the scholarship competition.
When these were officially posted in the
UC Conference Center, students crowded
around the boards to see if they were among
the 100 scholarship winners.
Over 5,400 students had taken the
competitive examination on October 3,

which tested Khmer general knowledge and
English proficiency.
“Although the UC staff was very busy
for several weeks working on this, we were
very happy to see a large number of students
participate in this scholarship opportunity.”
said Mrs. Por Malis, Vice President for
Operations.
The Samdech Techo Hun Sen’s Vision100 Scholarship covers full tuition fees at
UC. Recipients can pursue undergraduate
degrees from a variety of majors in the
Colleges of Arts & Humanities, Education,

Law, Management, Science & Technology,
and Social Sciences.
The scholarships are a continuation of
the UC’s previous Scholarship Programs
and have been inspired by Prime Minister
Samdech Techo Hun Sen, together with
the generosity of Dr. Haruhisa Handa
(Chancellor of the University of Cambodia,
Chairman of the International Foundation
for Arts and Culture, and Chairman
of World Mate) and Dr. Rikhi Thakral,
Executive Director of the Thakral Group
of Companies in Singapore.
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Former Secretary-General of the
ASEAN-Japan Center Visits UC

LEFT: H.E. Ambassador Nobutoshi Akao, Former Secretary-General of the ASEAN-Japan Center, and H.E. Dr.
Kao Kim Hourn, President of UC and Adviser to Samdech Techo Prime Minister, had a productive meeting
regarding a water conservation project.
RIGHT: Members of the Japanese delegation met with members of the UC Executive Team.
On December 22, 2010, former Secretary-General of the ASEAN-Japan Center,
H.E. Nobutoshi Akao, led a delegation from
Japan to visit the University of Cambodia
(UC). Professor Juro Nakagawa of the
Graduate School of Business at Nihon University and Professor Masayuki Iwasa of the
Human Security Program at the University
of Tsukuba accompanied H.E. Akao. Both
H.E. Akao and Professor Nakagawa are Special Advisors to the Japan Promotion Center
for Advanced Technology (JPAT).
The purpose of their visit was to share
new information regarding a small device for

extracting hydroelectric power which is suitable for use in rural Cambodia; and a water
conservation project, using a chemical system called Hydretain to promote retention
of water around a plant’s roots in the topsoil
by reducing evaporative losses. Hydretain
thus reduces watering frequency, thus saving
the amount of water consumers would have
to use in order to water plants. H.E. Akao
and his team are spearheading these initiatives in Cambodia. H.E. Akao also wanted
to rekindle old ties with H.E. Dr. Kao Kim
Hourn, UC President and Adviser to Samdech Techo Prime Minister, given their long

and enduring friendship.
Dr. Kao was receptive to the information,
and reinforced the importance of hydroelectric power and water conservation in Cambodia. Dr. Kao provided input with regard
to the possible use of the Mekong River and
the Tonle Sap as viable alternative sources
for both water and hydroelectric power.
Furthermore, the water conservation project
will be very useful for the botanical garden
that the University of Cambodia is scheduled to build in its Siem Reap campus in the
future.

UC Toshu Fukami Library Staff
Participate in Training Workshop
Two staff members from the University
of Cambodia’s Toshu Fukami Library participated in a four-day “Technology Skills
for Librarians” workshop organized by the
Cambodian Electronic Information for Librarians Consortium (Cam-eIFL). Mr. Chan
Ratha and Mr. Yoeng Samdy (both of whom
are also UC students) represented UC at the
training workshop, which was held at the
Royal University of Phnom Penh’s (RUPP)
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Hun Sen Library on November 2 - 5, 2010.
Net Wanna and Khiev Sopheaktra trained
27 participants from 17 institutions during
the four-day workshop. Participants included library staff from other university libraries, public libraries, and research institutes in
Cambodia.
Workshop participants learned four key
skills during the training:
• Understanding the use of BOOLEAN

operators (and, or, not);
• Searching online journals and online
databases provided by eIFL;
• Searching internet sources; and
• Using internet technology specific to
librarians.

After the workshop, Chan Ratha said,
“Mr. Yoeng Samdy and I have gained more
knowledge related to library systems and this
will improve our daily work.”

UC Library Committee to Build a 21st
Century Library Research Center
Started in November 2010, the University of Cambodia’s Toshu
Fukami Library Committee was formed to expand the academic and
information technology resources and services available at the UC
library, as well as to enhance the research capabilities of students and
faculty members at the university. By collaborating with other libraries and research institutes, the committee aims to create a leading
research library center at UC, and one of the committee’s top priorities include facilitating access to e-resources for the UC community
and public. In particular, the committee is currently developing a
UC library website that will allow everyone access to the library’s
online catalogue. And for students and faculty members who conduct research, the website will provide access to digital journals and
resources.
The committee consists of Mr. Krouch Chhoeurn (the librarian); Ms. Seng Kannha, Mr. Chan Ratha, Mr. Chea Chen, and Mr.
Yoeng Samdy (library staff members); Ms. Gina Lopez (Associate
Dean for the College of Management); Mr. Tep Reaksmey and Mr.
Chhung Sopheap (IT Staff); Mrs. Por Malis (UC’s Vice President for
Operations); and Mrs. Seng-Dao Keo (Director of the Office of the
President and the UC Foundation).
On November 19, members of the UC Library Committee visited
the new UC campus and viewed the facilities that will be the future
site of the UC Toshu Fukami Library. The library will be located on
the first floor in two spacious rooms, so UC students will have plenty
of space to study in the new facilities. The committee also plans to
create an e-library center where UC students and the public have access to computers and other technology workstations.
As a part of its learning tour, the UC Library Committee visited the Cambodia Development Resource Institute (CDRI) Library
and the National Library of Cambodia. CDRI is one of Cambodia’s
leading independent development policy research institute, and UC
library staff members receive annual training at CDRI’s library.
The CDRI Library Manager, Mr. He Hin, and the Library Manager for the National Library shared valuable information on library
systems, operations, layout, and databases with the UC Library
Committee.
“We participate in library training workshops at CDRI once a
year, and we have always found Mr. He and the staff at CDRI to
be very helpful,” said Chan Ratha. “They have helped us learn new
skills, which are very valuable to building a good university library.”
Based on their visits and on-going collaboration with other libraries, the UC Library Committee will document best practices and
incorporate these ideas into their project plans. The committee will
also implement effective library practices and research strategies
through targeted workshops for students and faculty members in
the upcoming terms.
TOP:The committee visited the National Library.
MIDDLE: Mr. He Hin from CDRI offered great insight to
the UC Library Committee.
BOTTOM: (left to right) Miss Seng Kannha (library
staff), Mrs. Por Malis (VP for Operations), and Ms. Gina
Lopez (Associate Dean for College of Management)
worked on the library layout at the new campus.
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Client Counseling Skills Workshop
By Tep Punloeu, Associate Dean for College of Law
The fourth annual Client Counseling
Skills Workshop, funded by USAID and
jointly organized by the East-West Management Institute’s Program on Rights and Justice and the American Bar Association, was
held at the PGCT Center in Phnom Penh
on December 17, 2010.
The workshop was conducted for a full day
with participants from seven universities. As
the Associate Dean of the College of Law,
I led a group of 19 University of Cambodia (UC) students to the event. The students
benefited a lot from the two lectures: one on
basic client counseling skills and the other
on the code of ethics for lawyers.
The basic client counseling skills lecture
was presented by Mr. Steven M. Austermiller, an American attorney-at-law and legal education advisor to EWMI. Significantly, this
presentation helped students to understand
various important aspects such as: what to
deal with at the initial client meeting, interview techniques, gathering useful information from the client, listening skills, behavior
of the lawyer during the counseling session,
questioning techniques and advising the client.
Mr. Soun Visal, Secretary-General of the
Bar Association of the Kingdom of Cambodia, presented the code of ethics for lawyers
by concentrating on two main points – eth-

ics and moral values, and misconduct.
After the presentations and a questionand-answer session, there was an opportunity for participants from each university to
practice their own skills in the workshop.
Mr. Ngov Houtchhay and Miss Sokkhea
GechChheng were UC’s representatives;
both of them received positive feedback
from the two judges on their ability to ask
questions, their listening skills and their ability to make clients feel confident in answering questions.
I understand that both of them had a lot
of difficulties because it was the first time
for them and the case was mainly related
to family law which they have not studied
completely yet. However, they exceeded my
expectations in terms of questioning, body
language, eye contact, good teamwork and
providing several good options to the client.
Ing Veasna, a term 5 College of Law
student, was very excited to be a part of the
client counseling workshop. The most important skill he learned was active listening.
“You have to listen carefully to your client, pay attention to body language, make
eye contact, focus on the story, and figure
out the facts versus the assumptions clients
make,” Veasna explained. “And even though
the workshop was only a few hours, I feel

like I learned for an entire month.”
Veasna was pleasantly surprised to have
learned such valuable information in a short
time period, and looks forward to participating in s client counseling competition in
2011. He plans on becoming a lawyer in the
future and enjoys connecting with people to
help them resolve legal problems.
“After the workshop, I really, really want
to be a lawyer now,” he stated.

Photos: Ing Veasna
TOP: A presenter shared valuable insight to students at the client counseling workshop.
BOTTOM LEFT: UC students and Mr.Tep Punloeu, Associate Dean for College of Law, posed for a picture after the
exciting event.
BOTTOM RIGHT: UC students Ngov Houtchhay and Sokkhea GechChheng represented the University in a
practice client counseling session.
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From the Dean’s Desk

How Are Children Legally Protected?
By Tep Punloeu, Associate Dean for College of Law

Many states recognized a need to protect
children, which resulted in the United
Nations Convention of the Rights of the
Child in 1989. This convention is a “legally
binding instrument” that outlines the rights
of people under 18. Children need special
protection and have particular needs and
vulnerabilities, so the Convention aims to
protect children from neglect, exploitation

and abuse. Specifically, the Convention is
a universally agreed set of standards and
obligations which recognizes the different
legal systems and cultural traditions around
the world. The standards focus on respect
for the dignity and worth of each individual
child, regardless of race, color, gender,
language, religion, wealth, birth or ability.
The above-mentioned convention has
been widely ratified and established four core
principles for the states: “non-discrimination;
devotion to the best interests of the child;
the right to life, survival and development;
and respect for the views of the child.”
However, children still suffer from poverty,
homelessness, abuse, neglect, preventable
disease, inequitable access to education, and
justice systems that do not recognize their
special needs. These are problems that occur
to some extent in all countries.
To meet the commitments of this
convention, the Kingdom of Cambodia has
clearly expressed the principles in Cambodia’s
Constitution and adopted various laws and
regulations to benefit Cambodian children.
In fact, this is not only a commitment from

the government. People at all levels and all
institutions should try to uphold children’s
rights, including families, schools, and other
groups that provide services for children in
our country.
In this regard, we have seen a lot of
international organizations, NGOs, and
civil society groups that have been actively
involved in a variety of work dedicated
to children’s rights. For example, we had
a three-day training course delivered by
professional educators from the UK’s
Children Exploitation and Online Protection
Center (CEOP). This event was conducted
in Phnom Penh, from October 20-22, 2010.
The University of Cambodia offers
various courses related to human rights,
such as Intentional Human Rights,
Sociology of Human Rights, and Human
Rights and Global Justice. In addition, it
also offers several courses focused on this
in relation to law, such as Introduction to
Law, Constitutional Law, Labor Law, and
International Law.

AFD Staff Attends NIE Graduation
On December 6, 2010, University of Cambodia (UC) Deputy
Director of Academic Foundation Department (AFD), Mr. Song
Sophoat, attended the graduation ceremony held at the National
Institute of Education (NIE). Samdech Akka Moha Sena Padei
Techo Hun Sen presided over the ceremony, which was attended
by about 1,300 people. The ceremony was to confer degrees for
graduate teachers of basic education and for those with a higher level
(Bachelor + 1) diploma. The total number of teachers graduating
was 1,280, of whom 390 were female.
In his keynote speech, H.E. Im Sethy (Minister of Education,
Youth and Sports) noted that his ministry had issued its Education
Strategic Plan 2009 - 2013 in order to support the national education
program. The goals of the strategic plan are (1) to ensure the equity
of enrollment, (2) to enhance the quality and effectiveness of
education and (3) to ensure staff development and institutes’ good
management. Additionally, the ministry issued policies for curriculum
development, strategies on Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) in education, and policies for child-friendly
schools and the development of a research program in education.
This event is important for the UC community, because it stresses
how the government of Cambodia is focusing on the development
and quality of the country’s educational system.

Photo: Song Sophoat
TOP: Samdech Techo Prime Minister Hun Sen presided
over the NIE graduation ceremony for teachers.
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U.S. Embassy Conducts Workshop on
Educational Exchange Programs

LEFT: Mr. Bun Sambath, Alumni Coordinator for the U.S. Embassy, delivered his presentation to an eager group of
UC students, who packed the Conference Center for the highly anticipated event.
RIGHT: Mr. Peter Tan Keo,VP for SDIC, delivered the opening remarks.
Over 400 students packed the University
of Cambodia (UC) Conference Center
on November 30, 2010, to participate in a
workshop conducted by the United States
(U.S.) Embassy Phnom Penh Public Affairs
Office.
In his opening remarks, Mr. Peter Tan Keo,
Vice President for Strategy, Development,
and International Cooperation, focused
on UC’s commitment to investing in its
students and furthering empirical research at
the university, and also encouraged students
to “become leaders among leaders.”
“The growth of this country relies
heavily on your investment to this country,
and that’s your responsibility and challenge,”
Mr. Keo stated. “It is also one reason why
UC is investing in you.”
UC is also committed to encouraging
life-long learning, and supports educational
opportunities like the ones discussed in this
workshop. “Life-long learning will only
make you better, and what makes you better
will make this country better,” asserted Mr.
Keo.
Mr. Bun Sambath, Alumni Coordinator
from the U.S. Embassy, delivered a
presentation on scholarship opportunities
available to UC students for studies in the
United States. Prior to the presentation,
he expressed appreciation for the strong
relationship between UC and the U.S.
Embassy.
“UC has been a good partner with the
U.S. Embassy,” Mr. Bun said, “and we have
sent UC students to study and do research in
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educational programs in the United States.”
Mr. Bun highlighted two programs
with approaching application deadlines:
the Global Undergraduate Exchange
Program (UGRAD) and the Study of U.S.
Institutes for Student Leaders (SUSI). The
UGRAD program provides outstanding
undergraduates with a scholarship to study
at a non-degree program at an accredited
U.S. institution for one semester to one
academic year. Students can study a variety

of fields, except medicine, nursing, veterinary
medicine, pharmacology, and animal care.
SUSI is a five-week program that provides
high-achieving undergraduate student
leaders with a deeper understanding of the
United States and leadership skills. Mr. Bun
emphasized that the SUSI program will
emphasize environmental issues this year.
To be competitive for these scholarship
opportunities, according to Mr. Bun,
students should have high GPAs and Test
of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL)
scores, strong letters of recommendations

from university faculty members and
volunteer organizations, and well-written and
thoughtful statements of purpose. Students
should also fill out applications carefully, and
research and reflect upon their reasons for
wanting these opportunities.
“Think carefully about what you hope to
learn from these programs,” suggested Mr.
Keo, “but also think about what you will do
with that new knowledge when you come
back to Cambodia. How will it contribute to
Cambodia’s development?”
Moreover, Mr. Bun emphasized that
leadership skills have become a key priority
for scholarship competitiveness at the U.S.
Embassy and other institutions. Successful
students will be able to demonstrate strong
leadership skills through their extracurricular
activities on campus or through their
volunteer work. And writing about these
skills is not enough, according to Mr. Bun,
who said that students must also be able to
demonstrate these skills during the interview
process.
Offering more advice to students, Mr.
Bun said, “Remember that in these programs
you are an Ambassador of Cambodia. That
is why community involvement and critical
thinking skills are important factors for
these programs.”
Students who are interested in any of
the educational exchange programs offered
by the U.S. Embassy should check their
eligibility and for application details on
the following website: http://cambodia.
usembassy.gov.

UC Hosts Staff Appreciation Event

TOP: UC staff and faculty are a united team and family.
RIGHT:The UC team enjoyed themselves at the UC
Staff Appreciation event.
To thank employees for their hard work and contributions to the
University of Cambodia (UC) community, the University hosted a
Staff Appreciation event on December 22, 2010. Roughly 70 UC
staff and faculty members enjoyed snacks and a lively celebration in
front of the UC Administration Office, where H.E. Dr. Kao Kim
Hourn (President of UC) graciously thanked everyone for their hard
work and dedication to the University. The University extends its
sincerest gratitude to all of the wonderful people who help make UC
a thriving learning environment.

Workshop on Southeast Asian Studies and
Curricula Development for Universities

Photo: Song Sophoat
On December 17, 2010, the Center for
Khmer Studies (CKS) hosted a workshop
on “Southeast Asian Studies and Curricula
Development for University Students.” UC

Deputy Director of AFD, Mr. Song Sophoat,
attended the workshop.
In the workshop, Mr. Men Chhean Rithy
of CKS presented information regarding
the Junior Faculty Training Program. In this
program, the focus was on strengthening
and building the capacity of Cambodian
junior faculty among partner universities
in Cambodia. Issues discussed were the
structure of the program, including the
advisory council, program activities, and
outcomes.
After the slide presentation, Dr. Kate
Frieson presented information about
Southeast Asian Studies and Curricula
Development and asked one important
question: why Southeast Asian Studies?
She covered issues including strengthening
regional identity and national identity, in

addition to the facilitation of academic
discourses across Cambodia and the region.
The event relates to UC because this study
and curriculum could enhance our teaching
and instruction, specifically in the Social
Sciences.
“For me, I think that this program
is still not widespread throughout the
universities in Cambodia, especially for
university students,” said Mr. Song. “But the
curriculum program of SEA studies is also
important because this program can benefit
students at the universities. Students can
have knowledge about SEA history and they
can debate the history of SEA studies with
local students and international students
among Asian countries.”
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Tulane University Freeman School of
Business Hosts Information Session
to Samdech Techo Prime
Minister, and others in
the UC administration
to
discuss
potential
opportunities
for
UC
students to pursue graduate
studies at Freeman.
Over 50 UC students
attended the information
session
and
learned
about the MBA program
at Freeman, which was
facilitated by Mr. Peter Tan
Keo, Vice President for
Mr. Peter Tan Keo,VP for SDIC, presented
Strategy, Development and
Mrs. Margarita Ahumada, Assistant Director
International Cooperation.
of Graduatae Admissions, and Ms. Peggy Babin,
The
Freeman
School
Associate Dean, with a UC plaque.
represenatives
were
Mrs.
On December 1, 2010, the University
Margarita
Ahumada,
Assistant
Director
of
of Cambodia (UC) hosted an information
Graduate
Admissions,
and
Ms.
Peggy
A.
session where representatives from Tulane
Babin,
Associate
Dean.
University Freeman School of Business
Mrs. Ahumada said it was the first time
in New Orleans provided interested
Freeman
School representatives had ever
students with information regarding the
come
to
Cambodia
to run an informational
possibilities of earning a Master of Business
session
during
their
Southeast
Asia recruiting
Administration (MBA) degree from the only
tour,
and
UC
was
the
first
university in
nationally ranked business school in the
Cambodia
they
visited.
She
discussed
the
Gulf South region of the United States of
application
process
with
the
students
and
America.
Initial contacts had been established encouraged them to apply to Freeman.
Associate Dean Babin pointed out two
through the U.S. Embassy and, a day earlier,
factors
that make the Freeman School stand
the delegation had met with H.E. Dr. Kao
out
as
a
Business School. First, the program
Kim Hourn, President of UC and Adviser
is internationally focused and the student

population is very diverse, with 15 different
countries represented in the student body.
Students also visit Buenos Aires, Paris,
and Beijing to study with collaborating
institutions for a short period as a part
of the curriculum. The second aspect of
Freeman’s appeal to international students
is its experiential learning opportunities.
For example, the school offers a portfolio
management module in which students,
under the guidance of a professor, study
the stock market and invest US$2 million of
Freeman’s endowment.
At the conclusion of the event, the
representatives generously offered a fee
waiver to UC students for the Tulane
University Freeman School of Business
application fee.
“It is a wonderful opportunity for
Cambodian students at UC to explore their
academic options at a nationally ranked
institution in the United States,” said Mr.
Keo. “We are honored to make another
friend.”
Mr. Keo is currently working with
Freeman’s International Department to
finalize a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) between the two universities.
For more information about Tulane
University Freeman School of Business,
please
visit
www.freeman.tulane.edu/
desktop.php.

UC Staff Attend Event on HEMIS
The Department of Higher Education
of the Ministry of Education, Youth and
Sports (MoEYS) hosted a presentation
entitled “A Higher Education Management
Information System (HEMIS) in Cambodia”
on December 15, 2010. Mr. Mork
Gnoy, General Deputy Director of the
Department of Higher Education, presided
over the event, which was widely attended
by representatives from public and private
higher education institutions (HEI).
Dr. Y Ratana (Dean for Undergraduate
Studies and Director for Academic
Foundation Department), Mr. Chheang
Sangvath (Director for Office of Student
Affairs), and Mr. Song Sophoat (Deputy
Director for AFD) attended on behalf of
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the University of Cambodia (UC).
The purpose of the event was for
MoEYS to present HEMIS in its first draft
plan and invite university representatives to
provide feedback and new ideas.
According to Mr. Song, “HEMIS is
important for UC because it can help the
University work to prepare data in this
database system and submit it to MoEYS.”
Starting in 2011, HEMIS will allow
universities to check a student’s academic
history starting from the secondary school
level, which is expected to be beneficial for
the universities. For example, UC can utilize
student data to help it verify that a student
has successfully passed the high school level
and is eligible to register at the University.

The UC representatives felt positive
about the first draft meeting and believe that
HEMIS can help facilitate the interactions
between MoEYS and HEIs. Moreover,
they are pleased that public and private
university officials are able to offer feedback
about HEMIS to MoEYS. The feedback is
valuable, as it will help to avoid mistakes and
confusion in the future.
“We strongly hope that this system can
be a modern system in the educational field,
especially since the Royal Government of
Cambodia considers education to be an
important priority in the development of
human resources,” said Mr. Song.

2010-2011 Entrance Exams for
Foundation Year Courses
On October 15, 2010, officials of the
Higher Education Department of the
Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports
(MoEYS) participated in proctoring entrance
examinations for foundation year courses.
This was for Batch 9, Term 1, in academic
year 2010 to 2011. The examination took
place at the University of Cambodia (UC).
Committee members from both MoEYS
and UC are, as follows:
Committee members from MoEYS:
1. Mr. Kong Dina, Deputy director, HE
Department (Chief of Controller)
2. Mr. Sem Sophy, Director, Office of
HE (Deputy Chief of Controller)
3. Mr. Khiev Da, Higher Education
Official (Invigilator)
4. Mr. Penh Sokha, Higher Education
Official (Invigilator)
5. Mr. Somkhan Los, Higher Education
Official (Invigilator)
6. Mr. Kao Sovannsophal, Higher
Education Official (Invigilator)
7. Mrs. Bo Sopheary, Higher Education
Official (Invigilator)
Key members from the University of
Cambodia:
1. Dr. Angus Munro, Vice President for
Academics
2. Dr.Y Ratana, Dean of Undergraduate
Studies
3. Mr. Song Sophoat, Deputy Director,
Foundation Year Department

4. Miss Kong Borey, Staff member
5. Mr. Boy Vibol, Staff member
6. Mr. Hong Sophorn, Staff member
There were 179 candidates, with 70 female
students who sat for the exam; four male
students were absent. The exam subjects
included English General Knowledge;
Khmer Moral/Civics; and History Moral/
Civics. Students had applied for 16 different
majors.
Intended Major

# of Students

English			
Education 			
Law 				
Hospitality & Tourism Management
International Relations 		
Development Studies 		
Business Management 		
Accounting 			
Economics 			
International Business 		
Finance and Banking 		
Human Resource Management
Marketing 			
Computer Science 		
Information Technology 		
Public Administration 		

42
15
18
3
32
1
11
6
7
5
17
1
1
1
18
1

Before the exam, proctors discussed
announcements, the rules and regulations
and processes related to the examination,
programs, and the list of students with the
Office of Student Academic Affairs. The
latter list was also made available in each

exam room. The committee and UC staff
then divided up into groups to perform their
tasks in each building and room.
Students arrived on time, and they
were dressed appropriately. All committee
members implemented their tasks responsibly.
Invigilators also checked and opened the
exam-paper packages in front of committee
members and the students to demonstrate
transparency and accountability.
Committee members and students
implemented their tasks responsibly and
effectively, and in accordance with standards
established by the Ministry of Education,
Youth and Sports. Thereafter, there was
a period of up to 25 days for marking
test papers and preparing a report on the
exam results for submission to the Higher
Education Department of the Ministry, a
deadline which the University comfortably
met.

IT Training on Joomla Conducted at UC
Information Technology (IT) and staff
members at the University of Cambodia
(UC) and roughly 30 students received
Joomla training from MKH on November
5, 2010. They were introduced to mobile
context, WAP technology, and CMS Joomla
during the workshop presentation.
Mr. Chhun Sophea, IT staff member,
described WAP technology as a browser tool
on mobile phones and said that the workshop
helped him improve his knowledge about
website creation. He also learned more
about mobile content, which essentially is

using a cell phone to check internet.
Another IT staff member, Mr. Tep
Reaksmey, also attended the training and
believes the workshop was very valuable in
helping him to understand how to use the
program to create a website and how to use
mobile content.
Toward the end of the workshop, staff
members and students practiced setting up
and configuring the system so they could
feel comfortable using it.
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UCSS Organizes Field Trip to Siem Reap

By Chin Tyheng, UCSS Vice President

In the second week of November, 126
University of Cambodia (UC) students
and staff members went to Siem Reap
Province for an academic field trip on the
topic, “Students and Cultures.” Mr. Chheang
Sangvath (Director for Office of Student
Academic Affairs) and five other UC staff
members chaperoned the field trip. A
reporter from SEATV, Mr. Hun Dyno, also
joined the group.
The objective of this study trip was to
provide insights related to Cambodian history
and culture to UC students. We wanted
students to learn more about the amazing
things that remain from our ancestors in
this province. On top of that, we expected
all student participants to learn how to live
together and assist each other while they are
away from home and their parents.
On the first day, all the participants left
UC at 5:30 am, and we arrived in Siem Reap,
at 12:30 pm. On the way to Siem Reap, we
watched some documentary videos on how
the Angkor Wat temple was built. During
that session, students learned that many
special preparations had to be made in
advance before the Angkor Wat temple was

built, even the land was especially designed
before construction started. The main point
was that the Angkor Wat temple was built
based on the amount of water under the
temple, and the temple can be damaged if
the water decreases or is reduced.
On the long way there, we played many
games that helped us get to know everyone
better and enjoy our time together. We
arrived at the destination safely and had a
lunch buffet at the Empress Angkor Hotel, a
nice hotel at the eco tourist site. The site was
such a very peaceful and enjoyable place and,
after we had eaten a delicious lunch, we went
cycling, boated for pleasure, rode an ox-cart,
and enjoyed other wonderful activities.
We left the resort and went to the
Cambodian Cultural Village at 3:50 pm.
The purpose of our visit to the village
was to examine the arts and cultural
practices. There, we learned more about
Cambodian history through the wax
statues, paintings, and performances. We
watched many performances that showed
us about how ancient people lived, dressed,
and communicated, and how they have
influenced the existing Cambodian culture.

Photos: Chheang Sangvath
TOP: UC students and staff posed for a group picture during the
educational field trip.
LEFT TOP: Mr. Chheang Sangvath, Director for Office of Student Academic
Affairs, presented souvenirs to 10 January 1979 High School.
LEFT MIDDLE: UC student, Ieng Chankreusna, delivered an academic
presentation to the high school students.
LEFT BOTTOM: Students learned about traditional Cambodian religion at
Preah Ang Chek Ang Chorm.
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The most special performance of that night
was, “The Great King Jayavaraman VII,”
who led the Khmer empire to an advanced
civilization. Our lecturers have shared this
history lesson with us before in class, but
during the trip, we were able to see the
development of that time. Students took
many photos and made close relationships
with each other. We left the Cultural Village
at 8:30 pm and returned to the hotel and said
good night to everyone.
Early Monday morning, we went to
Preah Ang Chek Preah Ang Chorm to pray
for some wishes. Our primary reason for
visiting the temple was to learn more about
Cambodian religious practices. At 7:30 am,
we finished our prayers and left the holy
place for the Banteay Srey Temple. We spent
around two hours at this temple enjoying
the wonderful statues carved on the walls.
Those statues were designed with a special
architectural technique so they can be seen
out of the stone. After this, we continued
our adventure to Angkor Touch Temple,
where everyone was amazed. We also prayed
and donated fruits to the Buddha at the
Thousand Buddha Place. We all had lunch
in front of our wonderful temple.
At 1 pm, we arrived at 10 January 1979
High School to present on three different
topics to the high school students: “The
Importance of Learning English,” “Women
in Higher Education,” and “How to Choose
a Major in Higher Education.” The purpose
of our visit to the high school was academic.
We wanted to share our knowledge with
other young people.
Our Advisor, Mr. Chheang Sangvath, and
the Director of the high school delivered the

opening remarks. We presented the abovementioned topics to grade 12 students in
five different classes at the high school,
which equaled around 300 students. Those
students were very active. Many of them
wanted to answer the questions asked by our
presenters. More noticeably, those students
asked many questions as they were very
keen to know more about the three topics.
They even asked our presenters for their
contact information because they thought
they may need advice from UC students in
the future. Before leaving this memorable
high school, Mr. Chheang presented some
souvenirs sponsored by Unilever Company,
SVK Company, and Goodhill Enterprise
to the Director of the high school. He also
gave some gifts to the grade 12 teachers
in appreciation of their cooperation and
support. The presentations were conducted
successfully and cooperatively by UC
students.
At 4 pm, after finishing visiting the
school, we came back to the hotel to rest and
swim in the pool. We arrived at the Mondial
Angkor Restaurant at 6 pm to have dinner,
see some Khmer dance performances, and
have a party. It was really a very memorable
night for every participant because of
the delicious food, friendship and the
atmosphere.
On the last day of our field trip, we
went to the Old Market (Phsar Chas) at 7
am for the purpose of learning more about
the community and observing the living
standards. We also bought souvenirs for our
relatives and friends. At 9 am, we went to the
Angkor National Museum where we learned
more about our precious Cambodian history.

In the museum, we watched many films that
showed each important historical era. We
were also amazed to see a Buddha figure that
turns his face to the side when we walk by in
the museum.
At 11 am, we left Siem Reap to Phnom
Penh after spending three days in this
awesome land named Siem Reap Province.
Everyone arrived safely in Phnom Penh, at
6 pm.
The participants felt so delighted to be a
part of this joyful and beneficial journey. They
were able to learn a lot about Cambodian
history, broaden and share knowledge with
the next generation, have fun with friends,
improve relationships between UC students
and staff members, see new things, and be
exposed to new ideas that can assist them in
their studies. The students look forward to
another field trip for UC students so they can
learn something new, such as environmental
awareness.
Learning only inside a school is not
enough; to be exceptional, students should
learn both inside and outside of school and
practice the theories they learn from their
lessons.
UCSS would like to thank the following
groups for providing support to the field
trip: the University of Cambodia for funding;
UC staff members for their time; Canadia
Bank for providing 50% off of the Cultural
Village entrance fee; Unilever Company for
their daily life products; SVK Company for
38 packages of soft drinks; and Goodhill
Enterprise for 2,000 pens. Your generosity
is greatly appreciated and helped make this
field trip for the students a success.

LEFT: UC students and staff learned about about the arts, culture, religion, and community of Siem Reap.
MIDDLE: Students at 10 January 1979 High School were active participants in the learning lessons presented by
UC students.
RIGHT: UC students enjoyed the learning experience with their peers.
Photos: Chheang Sangvath
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UCSS Officers Elected for 5th Mandate
The University of Cambodia (UC) is pleased to announce the
newly elected officers for the 5th Mandate of UC Student Senate
(UCSS) for the 2011 academic year: Mr. Chanty Pisal, President;
Mr. Chan Ratha, Vice President for Administrative Affairs; Mr.
Lay Sophanith, Vice President for Technical Affairs; Miss Sokkhea
Gechchheng, Treasurer; and Miss Kong Chhomkeovoleak, Secretary.
All candidates in the election will serve as members of UCSS.
The election for the five officer positions was conducted on
December 12, 2010, at the UC Conference Center. H.E. Dr. Kao
Kim Hourn, President of UC and Adviser to Samdech Techo Prime
Minister; and H.E. Samraing Kamsan, Member of the Board of
Trustees, Senior Advisor to the President of UC and UCSS, Secretary
of State for the Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts, presided over
the elections, with support from the Office of Administration and
former UCSS officers.
In his opening remarks, H.E. Samraing Kamsam emphasized
the goals of UCSS: to serve UC students and the community and
“to nurture young leaders of tomorrow.” He also stated that UCSS
has played an important role in helping students become more
productive within their families and more effective at studying. His
words of advice included encouraging the new mandate to think big

“You are the Ambassadors of
Cambodia; you represent us.”
H.E. Dr. Kao Kim Hourn,
President of UC and
Adviser to
Samdech Techo Prime Minister

and about ways to give back; to challenge the system; to hold itself
to the highest ethical standards; and to represent UC with dignity,
honesty, and wisdom.
Dr. Kao reiterated these key points to UC students in his
keynote address, saying to them, “You are the Ambassadors of the
University of Cambodia; you represent us.” He told the students that
contributions they make to their lives and that of other students, as
well as to the University and society at large, are very important; and
that working in organizations like UCSS is a rewarding experience
because students learn valuable skills while serving others. He
stressed the need to take advantage of the opportunity to learn
leadership skills by experience and to work hard in order to achieve
the most. He also assured the students that UC will continue to
support UCSS activities and work with the organization to ensure a
successful mandate.
To the outgoing officers and members of the 4th UCSS Mandate,
he expressed his appreciation of their hard work, accomplishments,
and service to the student body and to UC. To the new 5th Mandate,
he offered advice on how to have a successful year: “Learn to work
together, to deal with challenging issues, and to mange and negotiate
TOP:The newly elected UCSS 5th Mandate (left to right) - Kong Chhomkeovoleak, Secretary; Sokkhea Gechchheng,
Treasurer; Lay Sophanith,Vice President for Technical Affairs; Chan Ratha,Vice President for Administrative Affairs;
and Chanty Pisal, President.
MIDDLE: UC students submitted their ballot to the voting box.
BOTTOM: In front of UC students, the Election Committee counted and tallied the official ballots.
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LEFT: H.E. Samraing Kamsan (Senior Adviser to the President of UC and UCSS; Member of the Board of Trustees;
Secretary of State for the Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts) and H.E. Dr. Kao Kim Hourn (President of UC and
Adviser to Samdech Techo Prime Minister) oversaw the elections.
RIGHT:The outgoing 4th Mandate of UCSS congratulated the incoming 5th Mandate and offered the new officers
words of advice and encouragement.
common interests. . .By serving students,
you serve yourselves and UC.”
After the two speeches, Dr. Y Ratana,
Dean for Undergraduate Studies and
Director for the Academic Foundation
Department, briefed the students on the
election procedures and the electoral
campaigns commenced. All of the candidates
for the five UCSS positions were allotted
two minutes to deliver a campaign speech to
their peers, after which students voted and
submitted their official ballots to the front

of the room.
A total of 155 ballots were submitted,
but six were invalid due to technical issues so
only 149 were recognized. All ballots were
tallied immediately at the front of the room,
in the presence of the election committee and
several candidates. The election committee
consisted of UC staff and students who
managed, oversaw, and regulated the
elections to ensure they were free and fair.
This transparency with the UCSS elections
has become an ongoing tradition at UC, so

as to encourage active participation from all
students in the organization.
The UC community is very excited about
the leadership potential and enthusiasm in
this new mandate, and believes UCSS will
continue to make valuable contributions
to school spirit, student activities, and
community development.

UC Students Roundtable Discussion on
University Student Life
By Yang Leaphea, UCSS Treasurer
The University of Cambodia Students
Roundtable Discussion on University
Student Life was the fifth project of the UC
Student Senate (UCSS). It was conducted
over a three-week period and was shown
on Southeast Asia Television (SEATV) in
September. The multi-episode talk-show
focused on three main topics: successful study
tips at a university; the university students’
morals; and tips on being competitive for
student exchange programs.
I think the project was very good in

that it gave students a chance to share
what they did to get to where they are now.
For example, we discussed how to be a
successful university student and how to be
competitive for student exchange programs.
Some students do not know what they need
to do in order to be successful in school.
According to Mr. Diep Soksereyors, a
scholarship student majoring in International
Relations, the program was really good
because it provided valuable speaking
experiences for students and encouraged

others to study hard, like the student guestspeakers.
“I think we should have more programs
like this,” he said, “because it is a chance
for us to share our experiences with other
students and we can learn from others too.”
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UCSS Donates Books
By Seng Leab, UC Student and UCSS President

LEFT: Seng Leab, UCSS President, spoke briefly about the project at the donation ceremony.
RIGHT: UC officers donated over 230 books to Baphnom High School on behalf of UC students.
On November 18, 2010, the University
of Cambodia Student Senate (UCSS) handed
over 230 textbooks and some important
documents to the library of Baphnom
High School, which is located in Baphnom
District, Prey Veng Province. There were
different kinds of textbooks, including ones
on mathematics, physics, Khmer literature,
chemistry, geology, biology, history, English,
French, Test of English as a Foreign
Language (TOEFL), dictionaries, and
general knowledge. We also provided one
hundred copies of The U.C. Bulletin. Those
two hundred and thirty five textbooks and
materials were donated by students of the

University of Cambodia or purchased
through funds from our Khmer New Year
Celebration fundraising activities.
Many people attended the donation
ceremony: Mr. Va Sarun, the Director of
Baphnom High School; the school’s Vice
Director and teachers; UCSS officers,
and hundreds of students. Mr. Va Sarun
expressed his appreciation of UCSS and
the generous donation. He thanked UC and
UCSS for conducting the book donation
program and bringing the donations to
Baphnom High School’s library.
As UCSS President, I spoke at the
donation ceremony and shared information

The University of Cambodia
extends a special thank you to the
Officers and Members
of the UCSS 4th Mandate
for their service and commitment
to the UC community.
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Photos: Seng Leab

about the project. I explained how we
collected the textbooks and materials from
UC students, and how we fundraised for
additional money. I also explained to students
the importance of a library and textbooks.
After the opening speeches, the high
school students asked UCSS officers
questions regarding their experiences,
scholarship, and university life. We provided
UC T-shirts to all students who were brave
enough to ask questions. At the end of the
program, we took photos and had a private
discussion.
It was a very rewarding experience for
us.

UC Football Team
By Seng Leab, UCSS President

Photos: Seng Leab

LEFT:The UC Football Team
ABOVE: UCFC members strategized on the field during a game.
The University of Cambodia Football
Club (UCFC) was founded by the 4th
Mandate of the University of Cambodia
Student Senate (UCSS). It has been
authorized and supported by the University
of Cambodia. Now, the club has officers,
coaches, talented players, and resources.
All players are recruited from the UC
student body on a voluntary basis. They
train for four days a week. On Mondays
and Tuesdays, they learn about strength

conditioning, increasing their speed, and
long-distance running. On the weekends,
they are educated about techniques and
strategies to help them become more
competitive.
After having trained for several months,
UCFC entered many matches. The following
table shows the results of the matches.
The members of the club believe they
got great experience from the competition
and friendship matches, and these will help

to prepare them for important matches in
the future.
We would also like to thank H.E. Dr. Kao
Kim Hourn, President of UC and Adviser
to Samdech Techo Prime Minister, and the
University for the 500,000 riels UC donated
to UCFC after it won a Friendship Match.
The donation will be used to support UCFC
activities.

Date		

Competitor		

Place				

Match			

Score (UC-Competitor)

03/10/2010
17/10/2010
23/10/2010
31/10/2010
07/11/2010
24/11/2010

Qubee			
Qubee			
Chhmar Khmao		
Olympic Star		
Rama FC		
Vey Chas Stat Chas

Reusey Koe Football Field		
Reusey Koe Football Field		
Olympic Stadium			
Olympic Stadium			
Olympic Stadium			
Former Olympic Stadium		

Friendship Match		
Friendship Match		
Cambodia Futsal Cup
Cambodia Futsal Cup
Cambodia Futsal Cup
Friendship Match		

4-3
1-1
0-5
7-4
4-5
2-3
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Serving UC Students: A Message from the
UCSS President
By Seng Leab, UCSS President

As the President of the 4th Mandate of
the University of Cambodia Student Senate
(UCSS), I would like to thank all students
for the confidence that they bestowed and
entrusted in me to hold this position. It was
a great honor for me to serve UC students,
the community and the University. The 4th
Mandate of UCSS entered office on January
1, 2010, with one newly elected President,
Vice-President ifor Administrative Affairs,
Vice-President for Technical Affairs,
Treasurer, and Secretary. Ten other members
served on UCSS.
All my colleagues and I worked very
hard to achieve the goals and projects of
UCSS. We devoted our time, contributed

our ideas, and were actively involved in
the projects. Among the nine projects we
initially proposed, we have completed eight.
Unfortunately, we could not run the seventh
project due to time constraints. At the
time, the University conducted scholarship
exams so we could not host a Pchom Benh
ceremony. The UCSS officers decided to run
a different project, a book drive for Baphnom
High School. In total, we accomplished nine
projects:
1. “International Scholarship and Career
Development” workshop
2. The formation of the first-ever
University of Cambodia Football
Club (UCFC)
3. Khmer New Year Celebration and
Fundraising
4. The first student concert to celebrate
the seventh anniversary of UC
5. Student Discussions at the “Welcome
University Life” series
(Successful Study Skills, Student
Ethics, and International
Scholarships)
6. UC Welcome Week
7. Field trip to study Cambodian culture
and educate high school students
8. Book donation to the library of
Baphnom High School
9. Christmas Celebration with
performances, singing, games, short
stories, and food

Congratulations to
Pann Lysrun
for his promotion to
CES Coordinator.
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During the last month of my leadership,
I was very busy helping to arrange the
Christmas Celebration project, writing
a proposal, and preparing documents. I
was also involved in the UC Football Club
(UCFC) and had to draft and edit the statute
for UCFC. Even though I was busy, I still
enjoyed doing team work with my friends
and will never forget this great experience.
I would like to congratulate the newly
elected officers of the 5th Mandate of
UCSS for their great performance during the
electoral campaign. Before they enter into
office in the New Year, I would like to share
some experience and advice with them. UCSS
is volunteer work, so you have to devote
your time and effort without expectations
of monetary reward. However, you will get
a great experience and knowledge as a result
of your work and from your supportive
advisers. You have to balance the competing
interests in whatever decisions you make.
You get criticisms from some people, while
you get enthusiasm from others. You have to
remember that all projects must fulfill three
main interests, namely students, society and
university interests. To be successful on a
team, you have to build strong relationships
in the group and spend your spare time with
each other, so you can understand each
other and achieve the common goal. To
help accomplish tasks smoothly, you should
divide your team into different departments
with different responsibilities. For example,
have a department for education, culture and
art, sports, student problem solving, and so
on. This kind of decentralization will enable
you to be more success in all projects. You
have to use your resources efficiently, and
aim for transparency and accountability.
To this end, I hope the 5th Mandate UCSS
will plan and manage beneficial projects
for students and have remarkable results. I
would like to thank my colleagues for their
cooperation and effort, our supportive
advisors for their time, and all UC officers
and students for their participation. I wish
them good health and success in all of their
endeavors.

Serving UC Students: A Message from the
UCSS 1st Vice President President
By Chin Tyheng, UCSS Vice President

Spending one year as the Vice President
of the University of Cambodia Student
Senate was challenging and rewarding. I
was given the chance to build upon my work
experience and leadership potential, all within
a supportive and caring environment. At the

beginning of my mandate, I experienced
some challenges in part because I had to
work with a new team, many of whom I did
not know. They were also from different
Colleges with various talents. However,
they have taught me so much about myself
and others. From day to day, I have
gradually developed the ability to look for
a job, and feel confident in knowing that
the experiences gained through UCSS will
prepare me for life after college. It helps
me in that UCSS has prepared me to think
about the importance of extracurricular
activity and giving back to the community.
Personally, I have learned how to
communicate
with
many
different
people, especially with my team, school,
companies and sponsors. It has helped
me in terms of public speaking skills and
how to think logically. Communication
is different from what we call “Art of
Speaking,” because communication is how

we transfer information from one party to
another, and “Art of Speaking” refers to
the communication with persuasion. More
than that, I also learned how to write and
prepare formal documents for both external
and internal usage. Therefore, I have no
doubt that I can also manage budgets for
certain projects, particularly in the role of
Project Manager. Other skills were learned,
including team work, hard work and honor,
as a member of the UCSS.
Advisors were also helpful to the UCSS.
They have provided tireless consultation
and recommended effective approaches in
dealing with our annual projects. So I would
like to express my profound thanks to our
advisors for their help and motivation. All
in all, I feel a real sense of pride having been
part of the UC Student Senate. It has given
me opportunities to learn and grow, and it
has linked theory to real world practice.

Student Perspective

Post Final Exams
By Lim Piset, UC Student

Taking a final exam at the University of
Cambodia is very challenging for me as a
senior student. I am very happy to finish a
final exam because, before and during the
exam, I have a hard time preparing lessons

for four subjects, which include reading for
understanding and memorizing for some
points that are necessary.
Obviously, something that motivates
me to work so hard like this is that I always
look forward to the good, free days after the
examination. In my view, the period after
final exams is not completely for fun and
recreational activities. I need to share my
time to read additional books, journals, and
other related documents in my field. I also
need to spend some time to help my parents
reduce their workload with their homebased business. I reward myself by hanging
out with friends and going shopping and
fishing. In particular, I enjoy visiting places
around Cambodia like Sihanoukville, Siem
Reap, Ratanakiri, Mondol Kiri, and especially
Battambang, which is my home town and
makes me feel relaxed from the stress I
feel during study time. In Battambang, I

can enjoy myself a lot because I can put
everything unhappy aside.
After this happy time, the new term for
the academic year comes. I look forward to
that coming term because it thrills me and
gives me an exciting feeling. I am very eager
to study new subjects and will be ready for
the next mid-term and final examination
periods.
In conclusion, the time to reward
myself and self-development in knowledge
should be balanced. A vacation with only
recreational activities, without self-learning
and doing house work, seems to be less
productive for me. I will feel bothered if I
do not balance work and pleasure. I hope
that my hard work leads to a great and bright
future, and a very happy life.
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UCSA Hosts White Ribbon Ceremony

TOP RIGHT: UC staff and students
FIRST: UC Executive Team
members and representatives from
PHD and CARE stood during the
anthem.
SECOND: Mrs. Por Malis,VP for
Operations, delivered the keynote.
THIRD: UCSA members delivered a
stunning skit performance.
FOURTH: Mr. Pay How, Director of
CES, presented a prize to a student
who correctly answered a question.
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The University of Cambodia Student
Activist (UCSA) organization hosted a White
Ribbon Campaign Opening Ceremony on
Saturday, November 27, 2010, from 8 to
11 am in the University of Cambodia (UC)
Conference Center. Over 160 UC students
and staff members participated in this event.
The White Ribbon Opening Ceremony was
organized by People Health Development
Association (PHD), with the cooperation of
the Ministry of Women’s Affairs and UC.
The White Ribbon Campaign is an
international effort to eliminate violence
against women. In particular, the campaign
emphasizes the importance of men and boys
speaking out against all forms of violence
against women.
Miss Din Kanha (UCSA President), Ms.
Bindi Borg (Program Coordinator for Care
Cambodia) and Mr. Ou Ratanak (Executive
Director of PHD) all delivered welcome
remarks during the ceremony.
In her remarks, Ms. Bindi Borg provided
the UC audience with a brief history of the
founding of the White Ribbon Campaign.
The campaign was established in 1991 and
commemorates the memory of 14 women
who were killed at a Canadian university in
1989 by a gunman who targeted them because
of their gender. Shortly afterward, a group
of Canadian men came together and decided
they had a responsibility to encourage others
to speak out about violence against women,
and that they would wear white ribbons to
signify a “personal pledge to never commit,
condone, or remain silent about violence
against women.” This eventually grew into
the 16 Days of Action.

Ms. Borg ended her speech with a
challenge to the audience: “Not to be violent,
and not to be silent in the face of violence
against women—that is our challenge.”
Mrs. Por Malis, Vice President for
Operations at UC, delivered an inspirational
keynote address that encouraged students
to be mindful of their actions and words
towards other individuals. Relationships that
are built on mutual trust and respect are
healthy ones, she said, and everyone has a
responsibility to be respectful to others.
Afterward, UCSA performed a skit that
had audience members rolling with laughter
and that highlighted the main goals of the
White Ribbon Campaign and 16 Days of
Action. The student-written and -directed
comedy featured adultery, verbal and
physical abuse, and a fairy godmother who
helped enlighten a married couple on healthy
relationships that are free from violence.
Mrs. Por Malis then presented 20 UCSA
students with an appreciation award for their
hard work, and UCSA presented gifts to Ms.
Bandi Borg and Mr. Ou Ratanak. UCSA
ended the ceremony with a Q&A session
in which UC students competed for small
prizes by answering questions related to the
White Ribbon Campaign.
In addition to hosting this opening
ceremony, UCSA organized a few activities
for the 16 Days of Action from November
25 through December 10. Students in the
organization passed out white ribbons to
their peers in classes on November 27 and
29 to promote ending violence against
women.

Life Skill Training: Building Student Capacity
By Din Kanha, UCSA President

Gender mainstreaming, a strategy for
promoting gender equality, is not yet widely
known in Cambodia. Some cultural traditions
create gender bias and separate roles for
men and women. The Royal Government
of Cambodia, the United Nations (UN), and
non-governmental organizations (NGOs)
are trying to change the gender perspectives
in order to have gender equality. They also
hope to end domestic violence or genderbased violence, and to stop all types of
discrimination against women.
The University of Cambodia (UC)
works in cooperation with People Health
Development Association (PHD), whose
partner is Care International Cambodia and
which is supported by the UN Trust Fund
to End Violence Against Women. Twenty
UC students attended a Life Skill Training
workshop on August 25-27 in the Angkor
Touch room at UC. This program was
called, “Men Engagement to Stop Violence
Against Women.”
The opening ceremony started with a
welcome speech by Mr. Ou Rathanak, PHD
president, and Mrs. Por Malis, UC’s Vice
President for Operations. Mr. Sok Socheat, a
PHD programmer, gave a useful speech that
highlighted his experiences and attracted
student interest.
“Besides studying at school, you can
join life skill training courses to get some
experiences which will be valuable for the
workplace,” Mr. Sok said.
During the ceremony, Ms. Kong Rathana,
University’s Registrar and Deputy Director
of Administration at UC. shared her
appreciation for students who took part in

this program.
For the next three days, we studied the
topic, “Gender, Gender Based Violence,
Masculinity, Reproductive Health, and
Sexual Reproductive Health.” We were
very interested in the training program
and were very attentive to sharing ideas
and participating in group discussions.
Furthermore, the presenters were experts
and friendly, so we felt comfortable working
with them.
In short, the training course was
meaningful not only to the participants
and UC students, but also to society. At the
closing ceremony, the trainees had to vote
to choose UC Peer Face to Face’s leader,
who would be in charge of pursuing our
mission. We named our group UCSA, which
stands for University of Cambodia Student
Activists. It means that we are not only
good students, but also good citizens who
are involved in societal activities that help to
develop our country. UC Peer Face to Face’s
activities can promote UC as well.
UC Peer Face to Face is required to fulfill
the following duties: distribute information
from PHD to UC students; organize the
Life Skills Training for UC students; and
submit reports and join any PHD organized
programs (e.g., meeting, campaigns, etc.)
On October 24, 2010, UC Peer Face
to Face organized the training workshop,
“Gender and Culture,” for UC students.
The workshop was held in the Phreah Khan
room. Many students wanted to join this
workshop, so we divided into two groups, a
morning session and an afternoon session.
After the training, participants will be
able to:
• Analyze the difference between gender
and sex;
• Understand that gender awareness in
Cambodia is based on culture; and
• Understand the meaning of gender
discrimination and gender equality.
The students paid attention during the
workshop because the topic was important
to them.
“I can examine the difference between
gender and sex. And, I am aware of the role
of gender. It is significant for our society,”
said by Kimsron Sreydavy, an undergraduate
student who is holding a full scholarship
from UC.

Photos: Din Kanha
ABOVE: UCSA Students in Life Skill
Training courses
Pov Nara, a scholarship student in the
College of Arts and Humanities, was also
interested in this course and said, “Whenever
we know about these concepts, we will
perform well in society.”
The life skill training is very helpful
for people in society. We can learn how to
interact well with one another. Lives that are
full of happiness help society progress.
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UC Student Wins iOne Digital Art Contest

Artwork supplied by Tep Afril
TOP:Tep Afril won 1st Place in the
iOne Digital Art Contest.
BOTTOM:The submission that
earned him 1st Place in the contest

Mr. Tep Afril, a Term 1 student in the
College of Sciences and Technology at the
University of Cambodia (UC), won first
place in the iOne Digital Art Contest. Over
400 candidates participated in the contest,
which was sponsored by iOne Cambodia
from August to September 2010.
Mr. Tep received an Apple iMac desktop
for his innovative design, which was inspired
by a design his younger sister created for
the same contest. Instead of using a hand
(which is what his sister used), he decided
to use a satellite map with an Apple logo
superimposed on it to emphasize that “Apple
can be discovered everywhere in the world.”
The concept came to him immediately and
took him two weeks to design.
This is the first contest Mr. Tep has ever
participated in, and he hopes to participate
in more design contests in the future. He
also hopes to one day study information
technology (IT) in India and is very interested
in web design.
“This contest inspired me so much,” he
stated.
Mr. Tep attributed some of his design
success to his supportive older brother, Mr.
Tep Punloeu, who serves as the Associate
Dean for the College of Law and taught
him how to use Dreamweaver and other

software.
Friends also played a critical role in
shaping Mr. Tep’s interest in digital designing.
Mr. Tep recalled, “All of my friends in tenth
grade knew about Photoshop. They inspired
me to learn about it and to learn more about
designing.”
Belonging to a generation accustomed to
learning on and through the internet, Mr. Tep
credited the internet as an effective teacher
and said, “You can learn the language of
programming and algorithms through the
internet.”
His ability to self-direct and -manage his
own learning is a valuable skill to have, and
will prove useful as he continues his studies
at UC and when he enters the workforce.
Mr. Tep has high aspirations and plans to
become a professional designer.
To the younger generation, Mr. Tep
offered a final recommendation for success:
“Work hard, especially in your studies.”
Students who have questions regarding the
contest or designing may contact Tep Afril
at tepafril@yahoo.com.
The University of Cambodia is very
proud of Mr. Tep Afril’s achievement, and
encourages him and other UC students to
continue working hard and pursue their
dreams.

The UC Bulletin Team
The UC Bulletin Team was recently set up
and it hosted its first informational meeting
on December 2, 2010, to recruit exceptional
students to join.
Over 50 students attended the event,
which was facilitated by Seng-Dao Keo,
Editor of The UC Bulletin and Director
of Office of the President. Many of the
students expressed interest in learning
new skills, and will have an opportunity to
become members of The UC Bulletin Team.
Starting in January 2011, training will
be conducted for the four working groups
of The UC Bulletin Team: Reporting;
Photo; Design; and Business and PR. The
Reporting Working Group will write cover
stories related to news, arts, cultural, and
sporting events relevant to UC and its
community. The Photo Working Group will
cover events and gain a basic understanding
of photojournalism. Students on the Design
Working Group will be responsible for the
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professional presentation of the publication
and learn how to present written materials
visually, while the Business and PR Working
Group will be responsible for operations,
circulation and public relations.
The University is very excited to offer
this learning opportunity, as it will help
students gain knowledge, develop marketable
skills, and form long-lasting friendships. To
participate in and become members of The
UC Bulletin Team, UC students must be
academic students and can be in any term.
No prior experience or knowledge related to
journalism is assumed.
The UC Bulletin is a quarterly newsletter
of the University of Cambodia (UC); it
publishes news, events and activities of UC
regarding its students, faculty, staff, alumni,
friends and community members. It is
printed in color and distributed to the UC
community and supporters of UC.

Mrs. Seng-Dao Keo, Director of
Office of the President and the UC
Foundation, invited students to join
The UC Bulletin Team.

UC Students Collaborate with Japanese
Students on Textbook

LEFT: UC students posed for pictures after the afternoon with students from Hiroshima University of Economics
(HUE) and Professor Kenichi Kawamura.
TOP RIGHT and BOTTOM RIGHT: UC students provided feedback to HUE students on their textbook project.
Lim Houng, a College of Law
student, jointly organized and facilitated a
collaborative discussion between University
of Cambodia (UC) students and students
from Hiroshima University of Economics
(HUE) on September 16, 2010. Professor
Kenichi Kawamura of HUE and seven of
his students visited the UC campus to receive
feedback from students on their educational
project. A small team of dedicated UC
students (Seng Leab, Chin Tyheng, Sok
Eng, Yang Leaphea, Chhiv Chhunhak, Tep
Kongkearpachapor, and Keo Buntheng)
split into two small groups to review the
work of the Japanese students and offered
their insights.
Under the guidance of Professor
Kawamura, the Japanese college students
and a group of their peers at HUE have
created a textbook they hope to distribute
to primary and secondary schools in March
2011, with a Japanese version for students
in Japan and a Khmer version for students
in Cambodia. The textbook targets 13- to
15-year-olds and is completely written and
edited by the Japanese students. UC student
Lim Houng helped translate the book from
Japanese to Khmer.

“The project aims to teach Japanese youth
about their culture and history through an
exploration of their identity,” said Professor
Kawamura. “It’s through their experiences.”
The textbook covers four main themes:
business, economics, lifestyle, and education.
Students worked with local Japanese
students, teachers, and community members
to create sections of the textbook, and the
resulting passages are a collection of their
experiences and understanding.
The project has several goals, including
promoting cultural pride and sharing
knowledge and history with the youth.
Professor Kawamura shared that their
team came up with this idea after a visit to
Cambodia, where they noticed a lack of
textbooks in rural schools. The students
also noticed that young Cambodians and
Japanese “do not read often for leisure or
even for learning,” so they created a textbook
they believe young people will want to read.
They hope to encourage reading among
adolescents in Asia through this textbook,
which is “written by young people for young
people.”
The collaboration between UC students
and the Japanese students represented part

of phase one for the project. Phase two will
include distribution of the textbooks and
training to teach teachers and students how
to effectively utilize this resource within a
classroom. The Japanese team hopes to
create a similar textbook based on Cambodia
for distribution in this country and in Japan
in the near future.
At the end of the discussion, Professor
Kawamura and his students graciously
thanked the UC team of students, who
provided valuable feedback to the Japanese
team.
“This was very productive for the Japanese
students to meet my peers here at UC, and
we hope to continue this collaboration in the
future,” stated Lim Houng.
Student-driven projects like this provide
our students an opportunity to apply their
knowledge and skills in the real world and
with tangible benefits to society, including
personal growth and relationship-building.
Their efforts and commitment to knowledge
sharing and cultural understanding are
admirable, and the hope is that more studentled initiatives take place at UC so students
can explore new learning opportunities
outside of the classroom.
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UCSS Hosts Christmas Celebration

Spreading joy to all, the University of
Cambodia Student Senate (UCSS) hosted
its annual Christmas Celebration at the University of Cambodia (UC) on December 26,
2010. Over 250 students and staff members
participated in the celebration, which featured some of the best talent the University
has to offer.
H.E. Samraing Kamsan (Senior Adviser
to the President of UC and to UCSS; Member of the Board of Trustees; and Secretary
of State for the Ministry of Culture and Fine
Arts) delivered a keynote address at the start
of the day-long event, and then presented
certificates to several UC students for their
leadership and the contributions made to the
“Gems Being Crafted” program and other
UCSS events during the past year.
Dr. D. Kyle Latinis, Associate Dean for
Graduate Studies, played Santa Claus for the
large crowd, like last year, and had some help
from a UC student who also played Santa.
The event showcased several exciting
performances by UC students and staff
members. After UC students opened with a
Christmas carol, a member of the UC In-

formation Technology (IT) staff, Mr. Tep
Reaksmey, delivered a riveting performance
of a Khmer song. Several students performed songs in both English and Khmer
during the rest of the show, while others
performed a skit for the audience to enjoy.
A talented group also performed a hip hop
dance on stage, much to the delight of spectators.
Outside of the performance area, UC
students sold food and products the entire
day as a part of their business initiatives.
Members of the community were able to
purchase sandwiches, ice cream, spring rolls,
Khmer snacks, and water from the different
groups of students.
As with other UCSS activities, this event
served to entertain and educate the UC
community through the performances. The
University would like to congratulate the
4th Mandate of UCSS for its many achievements this year, including strengthening the
organization’s capacity, and for finishing its
term with such a joyous event.

The University of Cambodia

FO U N DAT I O N
To give supporters from the private sector the opportunity to contribute to
the University of Cambodia’s mission of excellence in providing quality education, research and public service initiatives, the university established the
UC Foundation. Founded in 2005, the UC Foundation will support academic programs, student scholarships, faculty and facility developments, and
more.
If you have a passion for improving higher education and would like to learn
more about how to unite with us in continuing the UC tradition, please visit
our website.
www.ucfoundation.net
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UNIVERSITY

Supporters
UC Signs MOU with Galilee
International Management Institute

LEFT: H.E. Dr. Kao
Kim Hourn signed
the MOU alongside
Dr. Joseph Shevel.
RIGHT: Mr. Peter Tan
Keo, Major General
Dr. Baruch Levy, and
Dr. Shevel enjoyed a
conversation about
executive education
and national security.

On December 21, 2010, the University
of Cambodia (UC) extended its reach across
the globe to Israel, and signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the
Galilee International Management Institute
(GIMI). This marks the University’s first
encounter and MOU with an institution of
higher learning in the Middle East.
GIMI is a public, international management-training institution which provides
advanced training seminars in leadership,
management and capacity building targeting professionals around the globe. Areas
of strength are Agriculture, Business Administration, Education, Environment,
Health, Human Resources, National Security, NGOs, Ports and Maritime Transport,

and Tourism.
The purpose of the MOU is to explore
various possibilities for expanding our human and intellectual capacity beyond Cambodia and the region. UC is actively engaged
in promoting the importance of empirical
research and human resource development.
With additional inputs from GIMI, UC will
take a huge step forward in crafting strategies for executives and students in Cambodia who are interested in education, national
and regional security studies, among others.
These study areas are very important public
goods.
To help achieve this, GIMI President,
Dr. Joseph Shevel, is offering a scholarship
to a UC executive to reap the benefits of a

management training course held in conjunction with the Harvard University Extension School. Future programs will focus on
management training, exchange programs
and other innovative partnerships.
During the signing ceremony, H.E. Dr.
Kao Kim Hourn, UC President and Adviser
to Samdech Techo Prime Minister, stressed
the value of sharing resources to strengthen
the human potential, and believed that GIMI’s friendship and cooperation will take us
the extra mile further. Mr. Peter Tan Keo,
Vice President for Strategy, Development
and International Cooperation, initiated the
partnership, and will continue to liaise with
Dr. Shevel in the implementation of future
programs and projects.

Representatives from UNIFEM, CARE,
and PHD Visit UC
On December 23, 2010, representatives
from the United Nations Development
Fund for Women (UNIFEM), CARE
International in Cambodia, and People
Health Development Association (PHD)
visited the University of Cambodia (UC)
to strengthen the cooperation between the
institutions and discuss current projects and
opportunities for future collaboration.
Mrs. Por Malis (VP for Operations), Dr.
Angus Munro (VP for Academics), Mrs.
Seng-Dao Keo (Director of Office of the
President and UC Foundation), and Ms.
Kong Rathana (Director of Administration)

represented UC during the meeting.
Mr. Ou Ratanak, Executive Director of
PHD, shared information about an upcoming
project PHD would like to collaborate with
UC on through a volunteer student group.
The project will be funded through a grant
PHD was recently awarded and will focus
on promoting HIV and AIDS awareness to
university students.
After the meeting, the representatives
attended a UCSA student-led training
session.
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UC Signs MOU with Inha University

LEFT: H.E. Dr. Kao Kim Hourn, President of UC and Adviser to Samdech Techo Prime Minister, and Professor Kim
Yong Ho signed the MOU in front of the UC Executive Team and students.
RIGHT: Members from both universities posed for a group picture after the ceremony.
Continuing its effort to build strong relationships with other universities, the University of Cambodia (UC) signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with Inha
University on October 22, 2010, in the UC
Conference Center. Inha University is located in Incheon, the Republic of Korea, and
consists of 12 undergraduate colleges and
nine graduate schools.
H.E. Dr. Kao Kim Hourn, UC President
and Adviser to Samdech Techo Prime Minister, extended a warm welcome to Professor Kim Yong Ho and Ms. Cho Young Hee
from Inha University. In his speech, he noted how the goals and ideals of UC and Inha
run parallel to each other and are focused on
character development, the pursuit of truth
and knowledge, and service to society.
“UC and Inha are linked together by intellectual commonality, and both universities strive to develop the next generation of

great scholars and leaders in our countries,”
stated Dr. Kao.
Mr. Peter Tan Keo, Vice President for
Strategy, Development, and International
Cooperation, also spoke at the MOU signing
ceremony and expressed excitement about
the partnership.
“In signing this MOU,” Mr. Keo said,
“the University of Cambodia and Inha University will engage in academic cooperation through research and study to advance
learning. In our collective efforts, we are
profoundly interested in propelling young
minds to become leaders among leaders.”
Prior to the official signing of the MOU,
Professor Kim shared his enthusiasm about
the partnership and expressed hope that
each university could learn and grow from
the other’s experiences.
Professor Kim signed the MOU on behalf of Inha University alongside Dr. Kao,

who signed on behalf of UC.
The five main objectives of the MOU
between UC and Inha University are as follows:
1. Encourage faculty exchanges from
one university to the other;
2. Facilitate the admission of qualified
students to enroll in undergraduate
and graduate programs;
3. Promote international understanding
by student exchanges and research
collaboration, with particular regard
to Media and Communications;
4. Foster exchange of academic
publications and scholarly
information; and
5. Promote other activities that enhance
the above-mentioned goals.

Hiroshima University Visits UC
On November 11, 2010, three members
of Hiroshima University came from Japan
to visit the University of Cambodia (UC).
The meeting was hosted by UC President
and Adviser to Samdech Techo Prime
Minister, H.E. Dr. Kao Kim Hourn, and
his executive team members, Dr. Angus
Munro, VP for Academic Affairs, Malis Por,
VP for Operations, and Peter Tan Keo, VP
for Strategy, Development and International
Cooperation. Representatives of Hiroshima
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University were Taeko Kusters, Hitomi
Ogawa, and Toshiharu Ishioka.
The purpose of Hiroshima University’s
visit was to share knowledge and information
with our university administration.
Specifically, they wanted to learn and acquire
information about how other institutions of
higher learning, across the globe, conduct
administrative affairs and planning at their
universities.
Hiroshima University was interested in

broadening their perspectives in order to
improve their working abilities, through
research of the administrative working
system. Also, they were interested in
gathering information about the management
and finance systems of the University
of Cambodia, among other universities
throughout the region. Thereafter, they
will report their findings and results to the
President of Hiroshima University and
executives and other senior staff members.

(Hiroshima - Continued on page 31)

UC Signs MOU with Dongseo University

H.E. Dr. Kao Kim Hourn, President of UC and Adviser to Samdech Techo Prime Minister, and Dr. Jekuk Chang,
Executive Vice President of Dongseo, displayed signed MOUs. Members of the UC Executive Team and Mr. Chan
Chung, Director of International Exchange and Cooperation Center at Dongseo, were in attendance for the event.
On December 16, 2010, the University
of Cambodia (UC) signed a Memorandum
of Understanding (MOU) with Dongseo
University to promote academic cooperation
and intercultural understanding. Dongseo
University is UC’s third MOU with a
university in the Republic of Korea and,
along with standard course offerings, its
three priority areas of educational focus are
IT, design, and digital content.
H.E. Dr. Kao Kim Hourn, President of
UC and Adviser to Samdech Techo Prime
Minister, signed the agreement alongside
Dr. Jekuk Chang, Executive Vice President
of Dongseo University. Both expressed
their sincere appreciation for the universities
being able to work together for the benefit

of students and faculty.
The signed MOU will promote knowledge
sharing through faculty and student exchange
programs, exchange of academic materials,
activities that facilitate joint research efforts,
and participation in seminars and academic
meetings.
After hearing Dr. Chang’s briefing on
Dongseo, Dr. Kao affirmed his belief
that media communications will be one
of the areas where UC and Dongseo can
cooperate with one another to help with
each university’s expansion efforts. He also
highlighted that Cambodia and the Republic
of Korea have a strong relationship and that
many Korean investors and tourists come
to invest in and visit Cambodia, so building

The University of Cambodia

(Hiroshima - Continued from page 30)
To this end, they asked specific questions
about University operations, management
style, organizational structure, the financial
front, strategy for revenue growth, acquisition
of external funds, and cost reduction.
Dr. Kao Kim Hourn gladly responded
to these questions, and added that, “UC
could also learn a great deal from Hiroshima
University. We have to continue sharing
experience and information.”
Peter Tan Keo, VP for Strategy,
Development and International Cooperation,

this academic partnership aligns with the
bilateral cooperation efforts.
UC is very excited about building this
new partnership with a reputable overseas
university. These opportunities will help to
develop its faculty and students’ capacity
to conduct leading research, learn about
Korean culture and life, and benefit from a
richer and more diverse learning experience
at UC.
The University will continue to seek new
partnerships with other leading universities
in order to further its mission of academic
excellence, research, public service, cultural
understanding, and building international
linkages and partnerships.

will continue to work with Hiroshima
University representatives, with the end
goal of establishing strong possibilities
of fit between our two institutions. That
partnership will be formalized through
the joint signing of a Memorandum of
Understanding at some stage in the near
future.

FO U N DAT I O N
Giving, regardless of the size,
makes a difference in the lives of
UC students.
If you would like to support UC and
its tradition of academic excellence,
please visit our website.
www.ucfoundation.net
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Supporters
Donated Books Expand Toshu Fukami Library
The Toshu Fukami Library received
another round of generous donations from
existing and new supporters. We received
the generous support of 617 books and 215
magazines. For this quarter, that brings us
to a total of 832 books and magazines that
were donated to the library.
The Toshu Fukami Library would like
to thank our supporters for their kind
donations. The library would not be at its
current state without their generosity.
Supporters for the quarter include
World Mate (95 magazines), the Ministry
of Information (8 magazines), the US
Embassy (23 magazines), Indian Embassy
(37 magazines), the British Embassy (59
books and 18 magazines), among many

other wonderful donors.
The International Finance Corporation
(IFC) also made a generous donation of 427
total copies of four different publications to
the library.
In addition, we would like to extend
a warm “thank you” to all of our private
donors, including H.E. Ing Bunhoaw
who provided 30 textbooks on Public
International Law.
The University of Cambodia invites all
members of the UC community to explore
the wonders of our library. It is open seven
days a week, except holidays. Hours of
operation are Monday to Friday, 7:30 am to
9 pm, and Saturday to Sunday, from 7:30 am
to 6 pm.

Thank you to all individuals and institutions who have lent their support to the University of Cambodia. We hope to have included a complete list of those who have made financial and
in-kind contributions to UC, and express our sincerest apologies to any individual or institution we have forgotten. If you have contributed to the University of Cambodia and are not
present on the list, please write our editor at seng@uc.edu.kh so we can add your name in next quarter’s newsletter.
INDIVIDUAL SUPPORTERS
Dr. Haruhisa Handa, Founder and President, International Foundation for Arts and Culture, Japan
Mr. Rikhi Thakral, Executive Director, Thakral Group
of Companies

INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORTERS
International Foundation for Arts and Culture
Thakral Group of Companies
World Mate

INDIVIDUAL DONATIONS
Dr. Haruhisa Handa
Dr. Rikhi Thakral
Mr. Graeme Priestly
Mr. Teo Jing Kok
Mr. Koh Say Choon
Mr. Eric Sim

IN-KIND DONATIONS
Accreditation Committee of Cambodia (ACC)
Angkor Khmer Identify
Arun Rash Magazine
Asia Center for Research Human Resource Development
The Asia Development Bank (ADB)
The Asia Foundation
Association Des Bibliothecaires Et Documentatistes Du
Cambodge
Cambodia Higher Education Association
Cambodia Institute for Cooperation and Peace
Cambodia Red Cross
Cambodians for Resource Revenue Transparency
Center for Chinese Studies
Center for Social Development
Chuca-Pong Magazine
Classified Advertising Guide
Comfrel
Computer Magazine
Dawn of Cambodia
Department of Financial Industry
Dr. Diep Sophal
Dr. Haruhisa Handa
Dr. In Sophal
Economics Today Magazine
Embassy of Australia
Embassy of France
Embassy of Germany
Embassy of India
Embassy of Japan
Embassy of Singapore
Embassy of the United Kingdom
Embassy of the United States

English Teaching Forum
European Union (EU)
Extraodinary Chambers in the Court of Cambodia
EzeCom Company
Friend Khmer Culture
Global Magazine
Goodhill Enterprise (Cambodia) Ltd.
H.E. Chay Lyheng
H.E. Cheam Yeap
H.E. Ing Bunhoaw
H.E. Nout Narang
H.E. Sean Borat
H.E. Tea Banh
International Finance Corporation
Konrad Adenaure Stiftung
Learning Institute People and Work Resource
Ministry of Defense
Ministry of Economy and Finance
Ministry of Environment
Ministry of Information
Ministry of Planning
Mr. Bernd Nobel
Mr. Chang
Mr. Francis
Mr. Gary Suter
Mr. Graeme Priestly
Mr. Heng Sreay
Mr. Kai Lih Lio
Mr. Kosal Vathanea
Mr. Locksong Hor Chheavneath
Mr. Pay Chheng How
Mr. Paul Heng

Mr. Pen Nhienh
Mr. Preah Kru Monkol Vong Sacha Sok Buntheoun
Mr. Puy Kea
Mr. Sok Thon
Mr. Tayor
Ms. Cherie Tan
Ms. Heride Batara
Ms. Sharon Wilkinson
National Committee for Population and Development
National Democratic Institute
National University of Singapore
NGO Committee on the Right of the Child
The NGO Forum on Cambodia
Nokorthom Bookshop
Padek (NGO) Cambodia
People Health Development Association (PHD)
Royal Academy for Imperial Angkor
Royal University of Phnom Penh
Southeast Asia Globe
Thakral (Singapore)
UNESCO
United Nations
United Nations Development Program
United Nations Industrial Development Organization
USAID
World Bank
World Mate
Yellow Pages Company

